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JAPANESE LAW*
By MELVIN M. BELLIt
Pre-trial comments by some American (and foreign) correspondents
covering the recent case of ex-G.I. William Girard conveyed an anticipa-
tion that a person charged with crime in Japan would be tried by a brown
skinned barbarian wearing a g-string instead of a judicial robe and shovel-
ing rice into his jowls with chopsticks rather than perusing the penal code.
But foreign newsmen were abruptly, yet graciously, taught that Japa-
nese law in action revealed to its appointed critics that Japanese trial pro-
cedures rate with the most modern and advanced among any systems of
jurisprudence in the world. It became startlingly and pleasantly apparent
that Japanese judges and lawyers are among the most learned, their system
of schooling the most extensive, and the bar examinations they must pass
the most rigorous in the world.
Today, Japan's legal system is composed basically of civil law, small
chunks of common law and large pieces of "American law," flavored with
Oriental and Confucian seasoning. Consequently, at the outset, "individual
rights" may at first impression appear to the common law scholar as
abstractions and guarantees in a vacuum. Trial by jury has been aban-
doned, there is no writ of habeas corpus in practice (although the new
constitution grants the right), no provisions against "double jeopardy."
Yet, in truth, Japanese law compares not unfavorably and in likeness
to the laws of three fourths of the civilized countries of the world today,
the Civil Law Countries.
Too, this post Warld War II legal system of Japan, composed of this
combination of sayings of Confucius, principles propounded by Japanese
scholars of the middle ages, and laws and customs of the Nineteenth
Century, has as its super structure appendage the MacArthur constitution
adopted in 1947. Ragged remnants of the ancient periods still are mirrored
and perform admirably throughout the entire structure of the Japanese
legal processes today, even as the dust of English and American common
law sometimes rises from antiquity to settle itself over modern American
courts.
Illustratively, ancient and modern principles tugged at each other
recently when fifty-three year old Haru Hayashi sued her husband for
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divorce-grounds: "Cruelty."--and demanded a lump sum alimony pay-
ment of $277.78.
A summary court in Tochigi prefecture north of Tokyo granted her
divorce but awarded her only $111.11. When she appealed, a district court
remitted her alimony to $41.67. However, the Tokyo higher court branded
the Tochigi court as "too feudalistic" in its thinking and ordered the dis-
trict court to rehear the case immediately.
A major blow for Japanese women and modern jurisprudence had been
struck by the Tokyo higher court by ordering a lower court to rehear a
divorce case because it had disregarded the constitutional principle of
equality of the sexes.
Fully to appreciate the perplexities of modern Japan's laws, thinking,
and customs, one must inquire into the background of the Japanese bar, its
laws and lawyers, the people and the principles which they desired served.
The Background of Japanese Law
Not until about five hundred A.D. did the first records of Japanese
legal procedures appear, and they had marked doses of Confucian theories
which unquestionably were the carry-over from the Chinese mainland some
1,000 years previous.
Six Hundred Four A.D. brought the first codified pronouncement of
law in the Japanege system. This was the Jushichi Kempo, reverently
referred to by the Japanese people as the Seventeen Maxims. This body of
law was created by a Prince-Regent, Umayado, he colloqually known as
Shotoku Taishi, "Saintly Moral." (Every culture must have such a man,
for without, to whom could the school teachers point with pride and, in
comparison, warn in alarm!) Prince Shotoku Taishi was a strong and
brilliant spiritual leader in the Buddhist movement. He is considered
through the ages in Japanese tradition as one of the wisest and most
judicious men who has ever lived.
The wisdom of Taishi has been implanted into the minds of the
Japanese throughout the generations as firmly as has been Benjamin
Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac imbedded into the thinking of Ameri-
cans. Indeed, he was a Benjamin Franklin-without the latter's wisdom
on matters Francaise picked up while Ben was in Paris, ambassador to
France, and subjects better left untaught-at least to the grammar school
student. Traditionally, Taishi was of such a superior intellect that he
could hear and decide ten lawsuits at one time without error. (Japanese
judges still sit on numerous cases at one time.) His memory is perpetuated
in the tales and traditions dear to the heart of a romance-loving populace.
The Seventeen Maxims were not rules of law, but a code of political
and social moralities. It was similar to the Ten Commandments of the
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Hebrews. For example: Law V of the Seventeen Maxims states "Deal
impartially with the suits which are submitted to you. Of complaints
brought by the people, there are a thousand in one day. If in one day there
are so many, how many will there be in a series of years? If the person who
is to decide at law makes gain his ordinary motives and hears causes with
a view to receiving bribes, then will the suits of the rich be like a stone
flung into the water, while complaints of the poor will resemble water cast
upon the stone. Under these circumstances, the poor man will not know
whether to protect himself."
Although the Golden Rule Victorian phraseology in this maxim is in
sharp contrast with the bluntness of modern day code sections, the theories
propounded therein are the basic concepts that permeate the entire Japa-
nese corpus juris and, to a lesser degree, other legal systems current
throughout the world. These passages contain with considerable force the
sayings of Confucius the epitome of the oriental instinctive attitude toward
justice, a "de rerum naturae, oriental" (oriental Law of Nature).
An evidence of the Chinese influence upon the early Japanese law was
the transplanting into Japan of the practice then in vogue in China in
600 A.D. and thereafter: a barrel or box was placed outside the ruler's
palace for the use of persons seeking justice. A decree was issued by the
Emperor stating, if there were any complaints, a document supporting the
grievance should be placed in this box. The receivers of petitions were
commanded to make a report on all petitions filed. If for some reason there
should be lack of diligence on the part of the receivers of the petition then
the complainant should strike a bell calling the ruler's attention to the
omission.
Dickens, writing years later in England of that universal plaint for
and against justice, the laws delays, could have recommended this pro-
cedure. And many, many bells could have been rung in his Bleak House!
This order gave common people the power to seek personal justice
directly from the supreme authority, abolishing the delays and neglect that
often resulted when attempting to gain satisfaction through the Ministers.
It also placed the ruler in closer contact with his subjects that he could
discover "false advisers" in his court.
Japan is a country of wood structure, unlike the stone buildings of
Europe and the Near East. Nonetheless, many of the old Japanese written
instruments are still available, dating back as far as the year 600 A.D. The
oldest instruments of a private nature in Europe north of Italy have been
found in Switzerland. They date no further back than the year 700 A.D.
That evidence of Japanese legal systems are just as traceable as the early
European systems is a tribute to the durability of pine and fir.
An example of the oldest deed of sale which has been found in Japan
dated 748 A.D. is as follows:
Deed of Land, A.D. 748
(Deed of Land, A.D. 748) (Deed reads from U. to M., and is then
delivered by the grantee to the temple T., by later memorandum at the top,
to transfer title to T.)
"Title-deed of the temple, delivered by the lady Minami to the
custodian-priest of the temple (Todaiji) "-"Respectfully represents the
undersigned that he files (in the office of record) the following instrument
for the sale of residential land, being one 'tan' in area with two houses,
situated at Manda village, Kami County, Uji Province. Purchase price ten
'hiki' of raw silk and ten 'tan' of cloth (of quality) payable in taxes.
Owner of the land Uji-no-sukeme Okuni, head of household in Kami
county. I have duly sold the aforesaid land to the family of the lady Minami
Fjuiwara, former senior third rank (at court). I hereby respectfully file the
present instrument executed in due form.
"26th day, 8th month, 20th year of Tempyo Uji-no-sukune Okuni,
Seller.
"Approved by the Office of the County:
Uji-no-sukune Kimitari, Head-Official, Outer Senior Seventh Rank
Lower.
Imaki-no-muraji Yasumari, Fourth-Official, No Rank.
"Approved by the Office of the Province: Wakainukai-no-sukune
Azumando, Second-Official, Junior Fifth Rank Lower, Twelfth Order
of Merit.
Fune-no-muraji Tazukuri, Secretary, Senior Eighth Rank Upper.
Otomo-nosuguri Makimi, Secretary, Junior Eighth Rank Upper.
Otomo-nosuguri Makimi, Secretary, Junior Eighth Rank Lower.
18th Day, 10th month, 20th year of Tempyo."
Social, Political and Economic Background
Over 260 clans existed in the feudal days. These clans were under the
direct authority of the local barons with each baron governing one clan.
The Shogun appointed all of the barons and in turn they pledged loyalty
to him. Since the emperor had no direct influence, it was the Shogun who
actually made all decisions.
One of the main effects of the feudalist days was the spiritual develop-
ment of the people. The Samurai (those under rule of the local baron) was
an obedient, loyal and sincere warrior. In a moment he would willingly
give his life for the master. Disorder was common among the clans and
battles were often fought. Fighting for the lord and master was a great
honor and to die while in defense of the master was extremely noble.
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The complexity of social and economic life led to the development of
money, banking, and credit systems. An economy which had been based
on rice production was slowly changing to a money basis.
A major factor leading to the end of the Tokugawa Dynasty can be
attributed to the discovery of Japan by foreigners-that is, occidental
foreigners.
In 1542, A.D., a Portuguese ship was driven by storm upon one of the
southern islands of Japan. The sailors were well received by the natives
and when news of the discovery spread to Portuguese establishments in
China, this Montezuma welcome led to expeditions being set up to exploit
this new market. Kyoto, a major Japanese trading center then even as
today, was one of the trading posts. In "annual letters," reports were made
to Rome giving an accurate description of Japan. An early Christian church
appeared in 1657 at Nagasaki.
Portuguese priests planted a seed of Christianity in Japan. Many feudal
chieftains became zealous Christians. But trade was the motivating factor.
Portuguese swarmed to this formerly obscure fishing facility in search of
trade and expanded the foreign population to 30,000 inhabitants. One of
the early priests reports there were 150,000 converts by 1582.
The Buddhist clergy became jealous and induced the Emperor to issue
Anti Christian edicts. After the issuance of the edicts there were swift
and sudden military clashes resulting in the destruction of what is said to
be 3,000 monasteries. Violence occurred through the next two centuries,
wherever the paths of Christianity and Buddhism crossed.
St. Francis Xavier came to Japan in 1549. He was the first Christian
missionary to work in Kyushu and western Japan. He remained only two
years. Christianity made great progress during the remainder of the cen-
tury. As many as 700,000 were converted by 1600 on orders from their
feudal lords, not from personal conviction. The feudal lords, who were
fighting among themselves, saw sources of strength in the missionaries
and traders coming to Japan. For this reason, many of them needed little
encouragement to become Christians.
Christianity was one phase of foreign influence which left only a
tenuous imprint upon Japanese life. The "Isolationist Movement" had
developed in the middle of the 17th Century.
Tokyo was still closed to all foreign ships when the black vessels of
Commodore Perry of the United States Navy sailed, uninvited, through its
bay portals in 1853 (Yokohama is a city on Tokyo Bay). In 1854 Perry
negotiated a treaty with Japan executed by a Shogun (military leader)
mistaken for the Emperor, for at that time there were two forces in
Japanese government: the Shoguns, who for centuries had usurped the
powers of the royalty and the lawful rulers, and the Mikados.
In August 1856 Townsend Harris, the first American Consul in Japan,
came to Nippon. Over a year of tedious and exasperating negotiations took
place before he was allowed to go to Edo. A commercial treaty was finally
reached between the United States and Japan in 1858 providing for the
opening of the port of Yokohama on July 4, 1859 so that trade began to
flow freely between Japan and the United States. The following year Japan
entered into similar treaties with Britain and France.
In 1869 the chiefs of four great clans surrendered their fiefs to the
Emperor and asked him to organize them under a unified system of law.
Distinctions between the nobles and their chiefs ranking below them were
abolished. By 1871 the territorial nobles ceased to be nobles and local
autonomy merged into the central government.
Although the Japanese people had theretofore been isolated from the
rest of the civilized world, a highly organized system of commercial laws
emerged. Banking houses with bills of exchange and clearing house
arrangements appeared. Checks came into common use. Insurance policies
were the order of the day. Bills of lading became the accepted form of
shipping rceords. Rudimentary trade guilds arose. Chain store merchan-
dizing evolved and flourished. With striking similarity to the Chicago grain
market, fortunes were made and lost on the "future sales" of the rice
exchange. These aspects of society were undeniable signs of an advanced
commercial life. All this economic social and political history is reflected
and verified in the legal records of Japan.
Another distinctive feature of Japanese law which finds comparison in
later English history, appeared in 600 A.D. This was a development of
Japanese justice that produced a highly organized judiciary. Members of
the bench developed by precedent of court decision a body of native law
and practice. The embryo which they collectively sired is known in English
law as stare decisis. Common law, putatively the parent, did not fully
imitate this method until after 1400 A.D. Even today, the full principle
of case precedent is found in general practice only in the Japanese, English
and American systems.
In Japan, the decisions which form the basis for stare decisis were
rendered by unofficial quasi-jurists who performed additional political
services. Stare decisis remains a significant cornerstone in the Japanese
system of justice as it exists today.
With the marshalling of progressive forces and the further refinement
of current concepts came the cry from the people for political innovation.
After several instances of bloodshed, the Government administration
felt the gravity of popular demand for political reform, and, in 1881,
declared that a National Parliament be established in 1890 in order that
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the Imperial purpose of forming a constitutional form of government might
be accomplished.
The laws were reformed and codified; the criminal code, modeled after
that of France, became effective in 1882. The Bank of Japan was founded
and given the exclusive privilege of issuing notes. This right had been
formerly enjoyed by other banks.
A constitution was promulgated in 1889.
Marquis Ito had drafted the document after visiting Europe and
America to study the on-the-spot systems in those countries. Two chambers
were created for the Parliament, the House of Peers (similar to the House
of Lords of England) and the House of Representatives which consisted of
persons who paid at least 15 yen in direct taxes. There were 300 members
in each House.
Many of the treaty powers, including the United States, had maintained
their own courts in Japan since Perry's entrance. Ordinarily, these institu-
tions, called "extra-territorial courts," were established only in countries
where it was believed that protection and justice could not be obtained by
foreign nationals in the native courts. After the civil war these extra-
territorial courts were antagonizing to the Mikado and quite obviously
irritated the pride of Japan. (Some of this old feeling made it necessary,
the Japanese thought, for William Girard to be tried by a Japanese court,
to prove to the world that her sovereignty had truly been restored and that
she was not a barbaric nation but a country respecting, and respected, and
capable of dispensing justice according to the standards of all free men,
occidental as well as oriental.)
The Japanese government requested that these extra-territorial courts
be removed. A willingness to assent to such action was expressed on the
part of the United States in 1878, but other powers refused on the grounds
that Japan should first establish new laws and organize a judicial system
consistent with western ideas. Energetically, the country reorganized her
legal structure. She then served notice on all foreign powers to vacate their
courts within five years. Cessation of the operation of all the extra-
territorial courts was accomplished by 1899.
Before 1820, there was no code of the Japanese law. As we have seen,
Japan's law consisted of native custom, much of it family law, and other
laws based to a large extent upon the Chinese legal ideas. Interestingly, in
ancient times, Japan received large doses of China's laws, but in recent
years China has sought to replace her ancient laws with modern codes,
much of which she has drawn from Japan. Japan with her fervent energy
reorganized her legal system forty years before China started her similar
work.
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The year 1890 was an active one in Japanese jurisprudence. The
criminal code was thoroughly revised. A civil procedure law was completed,
a commercial code was introduced, and the Courts Organization Law,
fashioned after France, was enacted. But still the problem of the civil code
had to be solved. A commission was appointed to consider this matter but
could not convince the authorities to accept a civil code, patterned on the
French code. Another commission labored through 1893 to 1895 and pat-
terned a new draft which was almost identical to the original draft of the
German civil code, a draft which many European jurists regard as more
scientific than the final German draft. This first draft code had been
presented to the German Bundesrat in 1887 but was rejected because it
had been prepared by "The Romanists" and "contained too much Roman
Law." But to the Japanese this draft seemed ideal for their purpose; it was
adopted and went into effect in 1898.
The first three books of the civil code deal with "Property Rights,"
"General Principles of Law," and "Obligations." These are copied from
the Germanic code. However, in book four and five the former customary
law of Japan was codified with embellishments to conform to the demands
of modern times.
In 1899, the Japanese commercial code became effective. It is divided
into five books which encompass "General Provisions," "Commercial
Companies," "Commercial Transactions," "Bills and Notes," and "Mari-
time Commerce." "Commercial Companies" include joint stock companies,
limited partnerships, and corporations. "Commercial Transactions" deals
with such subjects as sales, transportation, and insurance, including life,
fire, and marine insurance.
As time passed, the codes underwent improvements as exigencies and
experience required. The Criminal Code was overhauled in 1907, the Code
of Criminal Procedure in 1922, and the Civil Code was reconsidered
in 1926.
The Development of Modern Japanese Law
A new cabinet was formed in May 1946. Premier Yoshida was the new
Premiere. With the approval of General MacArthur, the Yoshida cabinet
had been handed a draft of the proposed MacArthur Constitution. Con-
sideration of this draft began in the Japanese House of Representatives
June 1946.
The Japanese wondered what was to happen under the new laws? What
new customs was SCAP going to impose upon the people? The Japanese
people were as a defendant in a great national court asking, by what law
am I to be tried, punished or even to live by?
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The answer was: by the "MacArthur" Constitution.
For the first time, the fundamental rights of the people were protected
-the way American and Allied conquerors conceived their kind of justice
should protect the Japanese. Equal rights under the law were given regard-
less of position, race, creed or sex. Freedom of religion, assembly and
speech were guaranteed. Safeguards against unlawful arrest and seizure
were provided.
General MacArthur personally directed the incorporation of Article
Nine of the Constitution which gave his views concerning wars. It states
that the Japanese people renounce war as the right of a nation and the
Japanese people shall not use force to settle international disputes. Land,
sea, and air forces will "never be maintained."
Ironically, this provision was first abused when the United States gov-
ernment five years later sought and received a defense treaty with the
Japanese government against the Soviet Union. By reason of this, Japan
now has a 240,000 man "self defense force."
But the Japanese tried hard to be good little constitutionalists. Like
schoolboys, they obeyed blindly and obediently even though they didn't
quite understand they were being given "only what was good for them."
"MacArthur ordered it, so we will take it," was the still uncertain oriental
acceptance to the profferance of the conqueror's benevolence: The solemn
military figure with the imposing profile quickly became a symbol of
security, protection and stability for the confused and defeated Japanese
and they reverently turned in hero worship to General Douglas MacArthur,
following him everywhere, stood for hours in line to see him pass by. In a
country more celebrity conscious than Hollywood, U.S.A., MacArthur
quickly became their Wyatt Earp, their Lone Ranger, Marshall Dillon and
-the answer to the $64 question all wrapped into one figure under a care-
fully battered military cap.
How pitifully hard the confused but willing Japanese people tried, is
expressed in the happenings of the hard-to-believe but true story of the
little Japanese, dressed in a long white coat of a "MacArthur sanitation
expert," who presented himself at one of Tokyo's banks.
The Mazda light shown upon the smiling face of the first cashier of
the Tokyo bank (not as many vice-presidents as the Bank of America of
California). He was pleased to meet General MacArthur's "Sanitation
Expert."
The "Sanitation Expert" abruptly and authoritatively ordered all the
cashiers to "Please to be standing in line to take MacArthur's medicine
for the stomach ache!"
The Little-Man-in-the-Long..White-Coat handed all the employees the
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"medicine" and ordered them to drink "at the same time." They unhesitat-
ingly did. Anything to help the General and his new constitution.
Seven died immediately. The "medicine" was deadly strichnyne! The
rest lay writhing on the floor as the "Sanitation Expert" scooped up the
money in the cash drawers and fled.
The sequel to the amazing story of blind obedience is of itself almost as
unique. A suspect was later arrested after every Mr. Moto in Japan had
taken a crack at the case which had become one of the most talked of in
the annals of Japanese crime.
The actual trial took less than a year; with Japan's trial delays, pretty
nearly par for the course. Although there was some doubt (Japan does not
have the "reasonable doubt") in the accuracy of several witnesses' identi-
fications that this really was the "General MacArthur's Sanitation Expert"
he was sentenced to death by hanging.
The sentence was over ten years ago.
But the Little-Man-in-the-Long-White-Coat still is in prison under
sentence of death, unexecuted, because no minister of justice will affix his
hand and seal to the death warrant, mandatory before the hangman can
act. There have been over a half dozen ministers of justice since that day
the obedient bank clerks drank the "MacArthur stomach medicine," but
none want to be haunted by causing a man's death-even legally-guilty
or not guilty.
The judicial power has been remarkably expanded. The settlement of
all legal disputes and the interpretation and construction of all statutes
and ordinances are now referred to the courts' Judicial review. Moreover,
the new constitution provides the court with power to determine the con-
stitutionality of any law, order or regulation. By the use of this concept,
courts are enabled to proclaim a law invalid as being unconstitutional and
a violation of the fundamental rights of the people guaranteed through the
Constitution. Armed with this preventative weapon the courts have become
the protector of the rights of the people as the guardian of the Constitution.
Furthermore, to strengthen the autonomous independence of the court
the new Constitution vested the Supreme Court with the rule making power
relating to attorneys, the internal discipline of the courts and the adminis-
tration of judicial affairs.
The Supreme Court is now given the power of judicial administration
which in the old days was in the hands of a member of the cabinet, the
Minister of Justice. These powers include the responsibility of judicial
appointments, the removal of court personnel other than judges and powers
relating to the financial affairs of the courts.
Keeping step with these provisions, the status of the judge has been
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remarkably elevated. Even the President of Taishinin (old Supreme
Court), the highest judicial officer, was ranked under the Minister of
Justice. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court now ranks with the
presidents of both Houses as well as the Prime Minister. Other Justices
of the Supreme Court rank with the Ministers of State.
The old Code of Criminal Procedure deeply colored with ex-officio
action and oppressive inquiryism, though called a modern code, was
abolished at the end of 1948. Beginning January 1, 1949, the new Code
of Criminal Procedure embraced by the Constitution became effective.
Formerly the public procurator could exercise such compulsory dis-
position as arrest and detention in an emergency, but with the advent of the
new code technically no person is subject to arrest, seizure, or search with-
out a warrant issued by the court or judge except for certain flagrant
offenses.
The influence of the French criminal code is still seen in Japanese
criminal procedure, as evidenced by the Minister of Justice heading all
the procurators in the country. Before World War II procurators ("district
attorneys") were in a quasi-judicial capacity. However, since the Mac-
Arthur Constitution in 1947, their duties are limited strictly to the prosecu-
tion of cases.
When an accused is arrested by the police for a minor offense punish-
able by a local court, the offender is taken before the court. There usually
is no preliminary examination. In other cases, a complaint is made through
the local procurator's office. Thereafter, the procurator may direct an
investigation and order the police to arrest the accused. In local courts the
defendant is not subject to an intense examination, but in the district court,
before the MacArthur Constitution, he was intensely cross-examined and
grilled following the French custom. The judge even grilled the prisoner
in private in attempts to seek a confession. This failing, he would send the
prisoner back to jail over and over again at the pleasure of the court.
During this inquisition, the defendant had no counsel nor could he de-
mand bail.
The new Constitution modified this practice when it guaranteed the
right of bail and writ of Habeas Corpus as well as most of the other rights
and privileges enjoyed by Americans. As in the Girard Case, a defendant is
advised of his rights when his case is called for trial. He is advised that
"anything he desires to say may be used against him" and that he is "not
compelled to testify." The Japanese judges, as distinguished from police
officers, are meticulously careful to comply with these newly granted con-
stitutional requirements.
As a rule, since the adoption of the new Constitution, the application
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for release on bail is made by the accused after his customary detention
for investigation.
If the accused is without funds, defense counsel is appointed for him at
the expense of the state as a sort of state provided public defender.
Since 1948, the confession of the accused alone is not grounds for con-
viction, but the prosecutor must prove the "corpus delecti," that is, the
prosecutor must prove independently of the accused's statement that a
crime was in fact committed.
The concept of collective feudal justice has been abolished and there
has been substituted the philosophy of individual dignity. Consequently,
there are many cases where the court plays a role in personal problems
for the protection of the freedom of the individual, such as, "guardians of
minors" and adoption mothers. This authority, which was formerly exer-
cised by the feudal "family conference" has been transferred to the courts.
The correction and rehabilitation of juveniles previously performed by
administrative bodies has now been transferred to the courts.
In short, after the introduction of the new Constitution, judicial power
was extended far beyond any of its prior activities. The courts became an
utterly new structure on that historical day May 3, 1947, the effective date
of the court organization law of the new Constitution.
The Court System
When the judicial reform got under way in 1871, the French system
was followed more frequently than the English system, since the Japanese
had already copied their Criminal Code from the French. The progress of
organization went at a snail's pace. Except for the Criminal Code, there
was no general or uniform law for the young court to apply when it was
first established in Tokyo in 1871. Eventually additions were created and
several courts of appeal were created in 1875. A few more years brought
crystallization to the system and the judicial structure was substantially
completed.
Like the French model, the courts were divided into four classes:
Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, District Courts and Local Court.
Now, the presiding judge always sits between the "Associate Judges."
These "associate" judges seldom utter a word, and the chief judge takes
complete charge of the proceedings and cross-examines many of the wit-
nesses. Judgment is reached by a majority vote of the judges. Dissenting
opinions are not published.
The Supreme Court is the highest court in the land. It sits exclusively
in Tokyo. Cases of first instance (the actual trial) are seldom heard in this
court. Generally, it decides only those cases which are appealed to it from
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the trial courts, and even then, it ordinarily considers only problems of
constitutionality or weighty interpretations of laws and ordinances.
The justices created within their court the office of the General Secre-
tariat (Secretary of the Court) as an auxiliary organ to manage its adminis-
trative affairs. One of the justices performs the duties of this "business
office" of the court.
Down the ladder are the High Courts. Eight of them are peppered
strategically throughout the islands. Appeals from the district and family
tribunals frequently appear in their chambers. However, this court has
broad jurisdiction, frequently handling cases in much the same way as a
trial court. Watchdog duties are also the work of this court. When called
upon it must review the many decisions and edicts of the sprawling Japa-
nese bureaucracy.
The workers in the trial of cases are judges of the District Court. Like
the Superior Courts of San Francisco and the County Courts of Milwaukee,
the tedious burden of hearing the testimony of thousands of witnesses and
perusing countless exhibits of documentary evidence is shouldered by the
judges on this bench. Forty-nine of these, less than half the trial courts of
Los Angeles County alone, disbursed over the country, insure accessibility
to the business mogul as well as the paddy worker.
Sitting side by side with every District Court is a family court. Concilia-
tion and informality are encouraged in this court.
The masses of minor matters which affect almost all members of society
are heard by the Summary Court. There are almost 600 of these courts
conveniently situated in the principal cities, towns and villages throughout
the country. Jurisdiction of these tribunals is limited to minor civil and
criminal cases. Warrants of arrest, search and seizure are issued under the
direction of the magistrates of this court.
Juvenile Courts did not come until 1922.
When the new Constitution became effective, the courts became a more
significant instrument in the administration of justice. Their jurisdiction
was expanded concurrently with the destruction of large slices of the
activities of the Administrative Courts and bureaucratic hearing officers.
Masses of "Democratic measures" were put into practice after World
War II. Among the major changes was the exposition of the obligation of
every individual to procure his own evidence in his defense and the right
of cross-examination of all witnesses who appear against him as well as the
enactment of the Habeas Corpus Act.
Broad horizons have been opened in civil cases. Although many other
types of cases may be heard, due to the court's widened scope, nevertheless
civil actions are the greater portion of the court's case load. They consist
chiefly of three types:
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1. "Common action" (Jsujo Sosho Jiken): the settling of legal disputes
between individuals, such as, eviction, damages, and unpaid loans.
2. "Personal affairs action" (Jinji Sosho Jiken): the handling of domesitc
relations and other personal disputes. Whenever possible an attempt is
made to settle these disagreements in the Conciliation Proceedings of the
Family Court, however, if amicable negotiations are unsuccessful, the con-
tested case is then brought before the District Court.
3. "Administrative Action" (Gyosei Sosho Jiken) :-Cases pertaining to the
nullification or modification of illegal or unlawful disposition of matters
handled by government agencies, actions concerning public legal relations,
actions for modification of levy of tax, actions to declare invalid an illegal
election, and numerous other matters involving governmental activities.
The Procedure for trial of civil action as labeled by Japanese legal
writers is composed of four parts: commencement of proceedings, oral
proceedings, termination of proceedings, and appeal.
In order to institute a claim a complaint must be filed with the clerk
of the court. The grounds of the claim must be clearly and sufficiently
stated. The Court's "filing fees" are evidenced by stamps affixed to the
document (for those who cannot afford the price of these stamps, relief
is provided, wherein this requirement is waived.) At all times the complaint
must be filed in the court that has the material and territorial jurisdiction
over the subject of dispute or over parties to the action.
Court "filing fees" actually are paid in advance. This fee is "paid," as
previously mentioned, by the affixing of stamps to the "complaint." The
claimant, however, may recover his costs if he prevails. While most sys-
tems, including the American system, require a nominal deposit upon the
filing of a suit, the Japanese require a much larger deposit as a deterrant
to the frivolous, hasty and ill advised filing of lawsuits.
The Code of Civil Procedure states that a complaint shall be brought
before the court in the locality of the defendant's residence. However,
exceptions are sometimes made and an action for damages may be brought
in court at the place where the illegal act took place even though none of
the parties are residents of the jurisdiction where the action is brought.
In order to preserve evidence, many times depositions (statements of
the parties and witnesses under oath) are taken simultaneously with the
bringing of action.
The courts have authority to appoint receivers empowered to obtain
control over an obligor's property. This is necessary, in some instances,
because unless such action is taken to preserve his assets the obligor can
sell his property before the judgment of a law suit, and thus frustrate the
claimant's rights awarded by the Court. To preserve his claim on the
property, steps are taken for "provisional attachments" (Kari-Sashiosae),
to obtain priority over other claims.
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After the preparation and execution of the preliminary measures, oral
proceedings may then take place. These proceedings are conducted by one
Judge in the Summary Court, one Judge or a collegiate body composed of
three judges in the District Court, and usually three judges if the case is
in a High Court.
The presiding judge, to whom the case is assigned, examines the com-
plaint and if he finds it in proper form, he summons both parties and fixes
the date for oral proceedings. If the pleadings have any defects, he orders
the plaintiff or his attorney to correct the errors. The court clerk has the
responsibility of serving the summons and other procedural papers on the
opposite parties. He may order the bailiff to deliver the papers or send
them by mail.
When the appointed date arrives, oral proceedings are conducted pub-
licly in the courtroom under the direction of the presiding judge. The
plaintiff and the defendant appear personally, or through their attorneys.
They state their assertions viva voce and give evidence which supports
their assertions. If the defendant is absent without leave of the Court on
the date set for oral proceedings, judgment may be rendered against him,
unless he has previously made arrangements with the Court to be absent.
When a court conducts a complicated case, "pre-trial" procedures are
heard prior to the oral proceedings. This remedy is for the purpose of
bringing forth the assertions of the litigating parties and are heard before
one commissioned judge without being open to the public. After this pre-
paratory procedure is finished, oral proceedings are then opened. The
parties are not allowed to submit new assertions or raise new issues which
were not submitted in the course of the preparatory procedure. This is the
theory of the newly adopted pretrial proceedings in many courts of the
United States.
After the points at issue between both parties have become clear in
oral proceedings or in the preparatory procedure, the court takes evidence
to decide them. Evidence is taken, as a rule, from the examination of
witnesses, of expert witnesses, of the parties themselves and by docu-
mentary evidence as well as the inspection of the scene ("verification")
upon which the dispute arose.
It is left entirely to the discretion of the presiding judge to decide
which evidence shall be taken and which shall be excluded, however, he
cannot now take evidence ex officio, except the examination of the parties
themselves. In actions closely related to the public interests, such as, the
trial of personal or administrative affairs, the court may take ex officio
evidence, if it deems this necessary in the interest of public welfare.
In regard to oral proceedings, the "protocol" must be drawn up by the
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court clerk who attended the proceedings. The "protocol" contains the
assertions and the evidence of both parties as well as the testimony of
witnesses, expert witnesses and parties themselves given in the courtroom.
It is signed and sealed by the judge in charge as well as the court clerk.
Because the Summary Court makes an effort to settle minor cases by
short and simple procedures, there are many short cuts in its proceedings.
A plaintiff may bring oral action without a written complaint and a witness
may be allowed to submit his testimony in writing in lieu of testifying in
the courtroom.
The Summary Court may invite Judicial Commissioners (lay citizens),
who are elected by the people, to hear the trial and give their judgment upon
hearing a case. This system, like the Jury System of the U. S. and Britain,
was adopted by the Summary Court after deciding that the court could
make a more proper and reasonable decision by hearing the opinion of
ordinary people based on common sense and human experience, rather
than relying solely upon the legal knowldege of the judge.
After the Oral Proceedings have been held, "termination procedure"
begins. The most usual form of termination is the "decision" of the court.
When the court has determined which party is right, it closes oral proceed-
ings and gives decision. The decision (Harshetsu) is pronounced in the
courtroom. It contains reasons why the court made the decision. Immedi-
ately after the pronouncement, the judgment is served on each party.
The proceedings may also "terminate" with the withdrawal of the
action or the waiver of the claim by the plaintiff, acknowledgment of the
claim by the defendant, and compromise by the parties. The withdrawal by
the plaintiff of the action does not prohibit the action from being brought
again in the future.
If either party is dissatisfied with the judgment he may lodge a "Koso
appeal" to a higher court within two weeks from the day on which the
judgment has been served. If he is still dissatisfied with the judgment he
may file "Jokoku appeal."
A "Koso appeal" may be brought whenever either party is dissatisfied
with the original judgment. A "Jokoku appeal" may be brought only on the
ground that the judgment is unconstitutional or is in contravention of laws
or orders which the appellant claims will affect the validity of the judgment.
The party may file "Koso appeal" in a District Court from the judgment
of a Summary Court, and may file a "Jokoku appeal" with a High Court.
He may make a second Jokoku appeal on the same judgment to the Supreme
Court if he feels that there is unconstitutionality in the judgment given by
a High Court in his first "Jokoku appeal."
Either party may bring a Jokoku appeal directly to the Supreme Court
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from the Trial Court with the consent of the other party. This appeal is
informally called "jumping Jokoku appeal" (Hiyaku Jokoku).
In the Supreme Court, cases are usually tried by the Petty Bench
which consists of five judges. However, cases involving issues concerning
unconstitutionality are tried by the Grand Bench comprised of all fifteen
judges of the court.
In addition to the civil actions stated above, there are other civil actions.
Their types and procedures are:
1. Compulsory Execution Cases, Bankruptcy Cases and Composition
Cases.
These cases may be called civil actions though they differ from the
usual civil matters.
The compulsory execution case is one in which an obligee may demand
the State to cause his claim to be satisfied by governmental action when an
obligor does not voluntarily perform his obligations. Compulsory execution
cases, those actions requiring seizure and auction of movable property of
the debtor, are handled by the bailiff and others by the court itself.
The bankruptcy cases involve equal division of the obligor's property
to each obligee in case the property is not ample enough to satisfy their
claim.
The composition case is a procedure set up to help the recovery of an
obligor by adjusting his obligations when he is on the verge of bankruptcy.
The court investigates the case and proceeds with the adjusting of the
obligor's accounts if the application is in proper order.
2. Case of Non-Contentious Matters.
These amount to a considerable percentage of all civil cases of the
Court. They are not cases to resolve disputes, but are designed to create
new legal relations, for example, the reorganization or liquidation of a
juridical person or a company or an auction pursuant to a pledge or mort-
gage, concerning the declaration of incompetency, appointment of a guar-
dian and partition of estates.
The proceedings in cases of non-contentious matters do not necessarily
begin on application of the person concerned, but may be instituted on the
Court's own motion. These cases are entrusted to the Court because the
Court is considered the guardian of the.people in the legal relations of the
citizens of Japan. The decisions in these cases are rendered after a thorough
investigation of the facts of the case by scrutinizing the pertinent docu-
ments and examination of the persons concerned.
3. Conciliation Cases.
A hybrid non-contentious matter is conciliation. Conciliation is the
settling of disputes without a formal court decision. It is based upon mutual
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agreement. Such quiet resolve of disputes is accomplished through the good
offices of the Conciliation Committee composed of one judge and two Con-
ciliation Commissioners. It's a proceeding in keeping with ancient Japa-
nese custom and temperament. The Commissioners are elected by the
people, or appointed by the judge in charge of conciliation.
This informal system was adopted in 1922 for the purpose of settling
disputes concerning the lease of land or houses. It is now made available
for the purpose of settling land owners other civil disputes.
Conciliation cases usually begin by application of one of the parties.
Occasionally, the trial court refers an action pending before the court on
its own motion for conciliation. Conciliation cases which have been filed
or referred to the Conciliation Court are considered by the court as to
whether they should be disposed of by the Conciliation Committee or by a
judge. When the date of conciliation arrives, the Committee or the judge
in charge summons the parties concerned, and attempts to settle the dis-
putes by persuading the litiguous participants to make concessions or by
suggesting judicially fair conditions of settlement.
If a settlement has been accomplished by the Committee or a judge,
and the terms of settlement are entered in the Judgment book, it has the
same effect as a final judgment. However, when. conciliatory disposition
cannot be arranged, the court may, if it sees fit, decide the dispute by taking
every circumstance presented to it into consideration and order a Judgment
entered accordingly.
4. Habeas Corpus Cases.
The Writ of Habeas Corpus to an American is an essential to "due
process of law." This ancient Anglo-Saxon writ came to Japan after the
War by way of the "MacArthur Constitution." The writ in Japan follows
the pattern of Habeas Corpus in England and America. Its aim is a rapid
and easy guarantee of freedom of any person who is illegally restrained
of his liberty. The most effective judicial system in the world would be
impractical if there were no effective means by which one (corpus), claim-
ing injustice, could be brought (habeas) before the judges to have his
justice dispensed.
The Habeas Corpus Rule of Japan provides that a person whose
freedom of action is restrained without proper legal procedure may apply
for an immediate release to the High Court or to the District Court. The
Court is supposed to investigate the facts and if the application is justi-
fied, serves the Writ of Habeas Corpus upon the custodian of the prisoner.
Japanese judges have had difficulty in applying this new and foreign
"legalized jail break," as it must seem to some of them. One high Japanese
Justice recently told me in Tokyo, "We have so much trouble with your
Corpus Habeas."
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Due to the fact that there have been no appeals to interpret most of
the constitutional provisions, there have been unprecedented developments
with the "habeas corpus guarantee" and its implications under the criminal
law of Japan. Under the present practice, a person may be apprehended
by the police and held for a period of 48 hours for questioning. If the
police feel that there is probable cause, and this is strictly a police view-
point, the person may be held for another 48 hour period. After the second
48 hour period has elapsed, the suspect is then turned over to the procurator.
Under the rules of procedure, the procurator may summarily detain
the accused for questioning for an additional ten days. During this period
of enforced detention the accused is not allowed to post bail for his release.
He may not see his attorney during the period he is detained by the
procurator, without first obtaining permission of the procurator's office.
In practice, attorneys do not have free access to discuss their client's
problems during this interlocutory process. In effect, the prisoner-defend-
ant is told he must obtain consent of the district attorney before he can
discuss his case with his lawyer! There is, however, one tiny ember of
light which the accused may look forward to in this one-sided process:
At the end of this period the procurator must either indict or release the
prisoner.
In contrast to the Anglo-American practice, the Japanese procurator's
office may prosecute a person over and over again for the same offense.
This offends the English-American protection "double jeopardy" which is
the prohibition of a re-trial of an accused who has been once acquitted.
"Double jeopardy" is a safeguard unknown in Japan. Further, if the
procurator is unable to obtain a conviction at the original trial, he may
appeal to a higher court and request another trial of the defendant.
Of course there are some ingenious police methods used variously
throughout the United States to circumvent some of the constitutional
guarantees of habeas corpus, speedy trial and the like. One is the "booking"
of a prisoner as "in route." The "in route" is to a city as far off the beaten
track as possible and effectuates a practical "hold" for the time being on
the prisoner.
But all in all, practically as well as academically, for the rich as well
as the poor, rare is the prisoner, federal or state, in the American jail these
days who is consciously or unconsciously forgotten, held without bail
(except in the unbailable offenses, i.e., murder, etc), or refused communi-
cation with the outside world.
While Japanese Justice can't today point to such protective practical
procedures, it's far more consonant with justice-that is, American con-
cepts of justice-than just a few years ago.
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The "goodness" of man's customs and laws is essentially a relative
thing. It varies with geography, country to country, as does food, clothing,
fashions and passions. Law, no matter how disturbed politically a country
is at the moment of one's visit, reflects the society of the country, its life,
love and death and everything that goes in between-like a powerful,
mystifying fragrance. A country's whole national character and direction
must have some touch of this muse.
In the trial of William Girard by the Japanese, there were many pro-
cedures that have been hazarded only academically in the United States.
But they were practically proffered by the Japanese justices, procurators,
and defense counsel and they could be utilized with great benefit by
American courts seeking relief from clogged court calendars. Conciliation,
arbitration, pre-trial and, if the case actually gets to trial, a fullfledged use
of demonstrative evidence currently makes a workable Japanese trial
calendar.
